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17 years’ experience in CUs

10 years at CUNA as Director of 
Volunteer Education

Speaker/Trainer

Strategic Planner

Implements Board Evaluations

Supervisory Committee Member

About Kevin Smith

Kevin Smith
ksmith@forteamresources.com

608-217-0556







What’s your CU’s 
origin story?

What’s yours?

Most of us didn’t set 
out to be part of the 
CU movement, but 

here we are. 
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Oh, yeah. We do
“governance.”



What is a Board?

“A group of peers,
Working on behalf of member/owners,
Ensuring that the business achieves what it 

should,
And avoids unacceptable situations and 

actions!”
John Carver
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What Has Been Said of Boards:

“Effective 
governance by a 

board is a relatively 
rare and unnatural 

act.” Chait

“There is one thing 
all boards have in 

common … they do 
not function.” 

Drucker

“Boards tend to be 
incompetent groups 

of competent 
individuals.” Carver



What is a Board?
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“In some ways, the board room begins to 
resemble a prisoner-of-war camp. A group 
of strangers gets thrown together with only 
rudimentary rules of conduct and little 
effort to turn them into a well-oiled 
machine. They are given carefully censored 
information and inadequate time to 
congregate among themselves to plan 
actions.” 

Marilyn Seymann & Michael Rosenbaum
The Governance Game
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Back porch board that ran the 
credit union. Not so long ago.



“Highly-informed 
dreaming”

-Carver

Back Porch 
Governance

Traditional 
Governance

Strategic 
Governance

Evolution of Credit Union Governance

Directors are:

• Running the CU
• Taking deposits
• Making loans
• Managing the books
• Signing up members
• Operational Tasks

Directors are:

• Overseeing the CEO
• Watching numbers
• Setting loan rates
• Tracking C/Os
• “Managing”

Directors are:

• Creating a vision 
• Looking forward
• Maintaining 

oversight, but in less 
time.

• Creating policy as 
boundaries to CEO



What is the Board’s Role?
• Ensure Vision/Plan for the future
• Oversee and guide the credit union so 

that the members’ assets are as safe and 
productive as possible.

• Hire/replace CEO
• Provide supportive oversight between 
• Remain independent of management

The role is to govern, not to operate 
the credit union
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What percentage of that time is spent on:

Forward looking items (strategic)? __________

Backward looking items (financials)? _________

20/80

60/40



THREE PARTS OF THE WHOLE



THE GOVERNANCE Steps



THE GOVERNANCE PROCESS



• Board determines Strategic Goals

• CEO and management select the MEANS 
within certain parameters of legality, 
ethics, conscientiousness and policy 
limits.

How a Board Governs Effectively
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GOVERNANCE IS WORKING “OUTSIDE OF THE BOWLS.”

Written Policy

Written Policy

Written Policy

Written Policy

CEO’s Area



GOVERNANCE IS WORKING
“OUTSIDE OF THE BOWLS.”

2. Independent Outside
Parties

• External Audit
• Internal Audit
• Regulatory Exam
• 5300 Call Report (NCUA.gov)

1. Internal information 
provided by the CEO/Mgmt

• Monthly reports
• Dashboards of Key Ratios
• Strategic Updates
• Competitive analysis

3. External Sources

• Member Survey
• Staff Survey
• Mystery Shoppers
• Fraud Hotlines

Maintaining Fiduciary Oversight through Feedback:



Achieved via written policy

Effective GOVERNANCE Process



Where the board takes 
care of itself:

Diversity
Succession Planning
Self-evaluations
Board Education Plans

Where culture/style of the 
board is decided.

Effective GOVERNANCE Process



“Board must be in full control of its own 
job before presuming to control anything 
else.”

John Carver

Board must stay focused on big issues of 
Strategy and Governance

Board must be disciplined in this process 
and not allow itself to stray.
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Effective GOVERNANCE Process



The board nails down 
the relationship with the 
CEO:

One employee: the CEO.
Board speaks with one 
voice, not as individuals.
No one director may 
give directions to the 
CEO – only the board as 
a whole.
Board creates strategy –
CEO is responsible for 
executing it.

Effective GOVERNANCE Process



The board details those 
things that it wants to 
accomplish as a credit 
union. 

The board shares these 
goals with the CEO so 
that the CEO/Mgmt can 
achieve them.

Effective GOVERNANCE Process



Strategic Goals Examples
• The credit union shall work to improve the 
financial condition of a majority of its members 
through products and education.

• We will serve selected demographic groups in 
Monahan and Callahan counties.
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Here the board defines 
the limitations for the 
CEO.

These are the things 
that the CEO & CU 
CANNOT do. 

“Proactive Restraint”

Effective GOVERNANCE Process



Limitations

Board’s expression to CEO of boundaries 
limiting acceptable managerial processes 
and decisions 
(i.e. what would be unacceptable).
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Limitation examples

• The CEO shall not cause or allow w/in the CU 
any decision, activity, or organizational 
circumstance that is unlawful, imprudent or 
contrary to business and professional ethics. 

• With respect to the credit union, the CEO shall 
not cause or allow the deterioration in: 

• Financial soundness
• Member satisfaction
• Employee morale
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Written Policy

New Video Game!

1. Earn the $. No stealing! (Illegal)



Written Policy

New Video Game!

1. Earn the $. No stealing! (Illegal)
2. No gambling! (Unethical)

Written Policy



Written Policy

New Video Game!

1. Earn the $. No stealing! (Illegal)
2. No gambling! (Unethical)
3. No selling Mt. Dew and Candy at 

the grade school. (Not our values)

Written Policy

Written Policy



Written Policy

Policy Determines the VALUES of 
the organization!

Written Policy

Written Policy

Written Policy



Governance Spectrum

Too strong Too weak
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THE GOVERNANCE Tightrope

Too Strong Too Weak

Back Porch 
Governance

Traditional 
Governance



Working 
Board

Managing 
Board

Governing 
Board

Ratifying 
Board

Failing 
Board

No CEO or 
Acting CEO

Board assumes 
CEO needs help 
running org

Competent CEO 
and experienced 
staff that knows 
more than board

Hire a good CEO 
and stay out of 
his/her way

High board 
turnover

Small CU Board involved in 
minutiae, 
manager of CEO

Clear division 
between Ops 
and Governance

Organization OK 
but board in 
decline

Financial 
soundness 
issues

Board doing job 
of CEO

Board assigns 
tasks to CEO

Focused on 
board work, 
concerned with 
values

Board approves 
what CEO brings

Strife and 
distrust among 
board and staff

Focus on day-to-
day operations

Board hands on 
and proud of it

Operates on 
future/strategic 
level

Out of touch, 
complacent, 
delegating Gov.

Looking to the 
past, way behind 
staff

Short time 
horizon

Focus on admin-
istration & Ops

Delegates Ops 
to CEO

Stale policies, 
little 
accountability

Not strategic, 
crippled by in-
fighting

Primary role is 
operations

Primary role is 
making decisions

Primary role is 
setting policy 
and general 
direction

Primary role is 
supporting CEO, 
rubber stamping

Primary role of 
board is keeping 
perks

Where do you fall?
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THE GOVERNANCE Tightrope

Simple … but not easy!



Strive! – Jim Brown
Secret Formula for Organizational 

Effectiveness™
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The Imperfect Board Member: Discovering the Seven Disciplines of Governance Excellence
– Jim Brown (2006) www.Strive.com

Members/Owners

Board

CEO

Staff

Customers/Members
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http://www.strive.com/

